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Dear Ms. Johnson,

RE:

NANAIMO STREET CORRIDOR TRAFFIC OPERATIONS REVIEW
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Street Corridor Traffic Ocerations Review. The final report incorporates comments received by
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ProjectEngineer
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The City of Vancouver (City), in association with the Insurance Corporation of
British Columbia (ICBC) , has initiated a corridor traffic operational review of
the Nanaimo Street Corridor. The Nanaimo Street Corridor has been
identified as a high-collision location that may be eligible for funding through
the ICBC Road Improvement Program. An average of 344 annual collisions
was reported along the study corridor I resulting in an average annual claims
cost to Icac of approximately $5.6 million.

The purpose of this study is to improve vehicle and pedestrian safety. A
review was conducted based on the traffic conditions and collision
characteristics of the Nanaimo Street Corridor, to identify operational and
safety issues, and to develop and evaluatepotential mitigating measuresto
reduce the collision risk along the corridor. The study includes an economic
evaluation to determinethe road improvementbenefits due to the attributed
mitigating measures,and a strategyto implementthe Improvementmeasures
in the most cost-effectivemanner.
A systematic approach was taken to review the study corridor, and included
an analysis of the physical, traffic, collision, and traffic conflict characteristics.
On-site observations were conducted to review the existing geometric
features, pavement markings, land use, on-street parking supply, and

intersectiontraffic controls.
Using documented critical collision rates, an index was calculated for ranking
the collision risk at signalized intersections along the corridor. Based on the
index and on the collision rates, three intersections were chosen for more
detailed analysis.
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Identified Safety Issues

Basedon a review of the physical, traffic, and collision characteristics,the
following safety issueswere identified:

Corridor-Level

.

Limited signal head visibility;

. Short aJl-redphases; and,
. Pedestrian visibility.
Kingsway Interse(;tion

.

Increased stopping distanceunder wet road surfaceconditionson the

westbound approach;

.
.
.

Short all-red times;

.

Reduced pedestrianvisibilitydue to parking; and,

.

Limitedsecondarysignal visibility.

Significant delays for southbound and northbound left turn vehicles;

Northbounddriver reaction time is reduced by the horizontal curve,

Hastings Intersection

.
.
.
.

.

Lack of gaps for eastbound and westbound turning movements;
Vehicles t weaving behind stopped or slowed left turn vehicles;

Umited pedestrian visibility;
Short all-red time for all approaches; and,
Umited signal head visibility.

ES-2
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Dundas Street Intersection

.

Lengthy delays for eastbound left turn vehicles and southbound right turn
vehicles;

.

Buses and heavy vehicles have difficulty making southbound righttum;

.
.
.

Driver confusion over southbound shared through-and-right turn lane;

Umited signal visibility;and,
Short all-red times.

Other Locations

. Wetroadsurfaceconditions along the horizontal curve causes fixed object
collisions at the McGill Street intersection;

. Umited secondary signal visibility at the 1st Avenue and Broadway
intersections;

.

Limited number of crossing gaps available at the Grandview Highway
North and 12" Avenueintersections;and,

.

Lengthy delays for southbound left turn drivers during the afternoon peak
period at the 22ndAvenue intersection.

RecommendedImprovements

Based on the identified safety issues, the following improvements
recommended:
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A.

Corridor-Level

Instal/300 mi//imetre diameter amber and green primary signal head indicators
It is recommended that the existing 200 millimetre diameter primary signal
head indicators be replaced with larger 300 millimetre diameter indicators.
This improvement is expected to decrease the occurrence of vehicles
entering the intersection during the intergreen phase and reduce the
frequency of angle, left turn opposing, and rear-end collisions at the Dundas
Street and 22nc1
Avenue intersections.
Install yellow backboardson secondarysignal heads

Consideration should be given to equipping the secondary signal heads with
yellow backboards at intersections with over-represented left turn opposing
collisions. This improvement is expected to improve signal head visibility for
left turning drivers at the Kingsway, Hastings Street, Dundas Street and, 1st
Avenue and Broadway intersections.
Update

all-red times to new IrE guidelines

Increased all-red intervals are recommended at all signalized intersections
with the exception of 1st,Avenue. Consultation with the City indicated that
controllers are currently being upgraded and all-red times will be updated in
the process. The extended all-red phases are expected to reduce the number
of angle and left turn opposing collisions.

Set back stop bars from the intersection
The stop bars for the inside travelling lanes should be set back from the
intersection approach at high risk intersections with high pedestrian volumes.
This recommendation should be implemented at the Kingsway, Hastings
Street and Dundas Street intersections. This improvement is expected to
improve visibility of pedestrians for right turning vehicles

ES-4
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B.

Kingsway

Provide a protected-permissive left turn phase in all directions
To reduce delays for left turn movements in the northbound and southbound
directions it is recommended that a protected-permissive phase be added
and, to remain consistent, it is recommended that the westbound left turn
phase be changed from a permissive phase to a protected-permissive phase.
A reduction in left turn opposing collisions is expected.
Provide an additional primary signal head on aI/approaches

An additional primary signal head should be provided at the Kingsway
intersectionto further increasesignal head visibility. In accordancewith the
corridor-level improvements, all primary signal heads at th.e intersection
should be equipped with 300 millimetre diameter indicators. The increased
signal head visibility is expectedto reduce the frequencyof rear-end,left turn
opposing, and angle collisions.
Provide anti-skid pavement treatment

To reduce the number of collisions occurring on a wet road surface.
conditions, it is recommended that anti-skid pavement treatment be applied
on the westbound approach.
Prohibit parking near the intersection
To enhance pedestrian visibility and to provide storage for right turn vehicles,
it is recommended that parking be prohibited near the intersection.
Pedestrian and rear end collisions are expected to be reduced.

Provide an additional tertiary signal head on the near side northbound
approach
To ameliorate signal visibility and give advanced warning to vehicles traveling.
northbound along the horizontal curve, it is recommended that an additional
tertiary signal be installed on the near side approach. The number of left turn
opposing and rear-end collisions along this approach are expected to be
reduced.
BAMIL TON ASSOClA TES
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c.

Hastings Street

Provide an additional primary signal head with mast arm mounting
Due to visual clutter restricting primary signal head visibility, including utility
wires and trolley cables, mast arm mounting for two primary signal heads on
each approach at the Hastings Street intersection should be provided to
improve signal visibility. The frequency of rear-end, left turn opposing, and
angle collisions is expected to be reduced.
Prohibit parking near the intersection
Similar to the Kingsway improvement, parking near the intersection should be
prohibited to provide storage for right turn vehicles and increase driver's
awareness of pedestrians crossing the intersection.
Dation 1 (Short Term Solution~)
Provide a westbound protected-permissive left turn phase and prohibit
eastbound left turns during all time periods

As a short term solution, provisionof a protected-permissiveleft turn phase in
the westbound direction will provide assured turning gaps for left turning
vehicles and is expected to reduce the frequency of left turn opposing
collisions in the westbound direction. Due to the low eastbound left turn
movement and the relativelyhigh frequency of left tum opposing collisions in
this direction, it is recommended that eastbound left turn movements be
prohibited during all time periods.
Dation 2 (Long Term Solution§)
Provide dedicated left tum lanes in the east-west directions

It is recommended that dedicated left turn lanes be provided on the
eastbound and westbound approaches. The alignment of the dedicated left
turn lanes will result in improved sight distance for left turning vehicles.
Additionally protected-permissiveleft turn phases should be provided to
provide assured gaps. These improvements are expected to reduce the
frequency of eastbound and westbound left turn opposing collisions at the
HastingsStreet intersection.
I

ES-6
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c.

DundasStreet

Provide a protected-onlyeastboundleft tum phase with an actuated
westboundmovement
To reduce delays for the eastbound left turn movement and to prevent left
turn drivers from becoming impatient and accepting inadequate gaps in
opposing through traffic, it is recommended that a protected-only left turn
phase be provided in the eastbound direction with an actuated westbound
signal. The number of left turn opposing and rear-end collisions is expected
to be reduced in the east-west direction.
Provide a dual dedicated right turn lane, and increase the turning radIus and
lane width on the southbound approach
To prevent right turn drivers from weaving out from behind through vehicles
stopped at the intersection during the protected right turn phase, it is
recommended that the shared right turn and through lane be re-designated
as a right turn-only lane. The dual right turn lane will require a southbound
left turn prohibition. Furthermore, the turning radius and lane width along the
southbound approach, should be increased to facilitate the southbound right
turn movement and reduce the number of southbound rear-end collisions.
Provide an additional tertiary signal head and upgrade the existing tertiary
signal head.
Due to the poor contrast between the southbound tertiary signal head and its
surroundings, it is recommended that a near side tertiary signal be provided
and the existing tertiary signal be upgraded to corridor wide standards with
backboards. This improvement is expected to reduce weaving and rear end
collisions.

HAMILTON ASSOCIATES
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D.

Other Corridor Locations

Provideanti-skidpavementtreatment
To reduce the number of fixed object collisions occurring on wet road surface
conditions at McGill Street, it is recommended that anti-skid pavement
treatment be applied along the horizontal curve on the westbound approach.
Install a raised median along Nanaimo Street at the Grandview Highway North
and 12'11
Avenue intersections

The installation of a raised
median is recommended along Nanaimo .Street at
.
Grandview Highway North and 12tt1Avenue to prevent vehicles from crossing
at these locations and to restrict left turns into and out of the lanes along
Nanaimo Street. Raised curb medians will eliminate left turn opposing and
angle collisions and reduce secondary rear-end collisions.
Provide a southboundprotected-permissiveleft turnphaseat 2~ Avenue
To reduce southbound left turn delays in the afternoon peak period, it is
recommended that a southbound left-turn phase be provided. Left turn
opposing and secondary rear-end collisions are expected to be reduced.

EconomicEvaluation
The potential Icac contribution and return to investment ratio for each
improvement were determined based on their expected annual collision
reductions. A summary of the improvements and the resultant economic
evaluationis shown in FIGUREES-1. The potentialICaGfunding is indicated
based on the expectedreturn on investmentfor a two year period.
The recommendations are expected to improve both vehicle and pedestrian
safety, and traffic operations of the Nanaimo Street Corridor. It is
recommended that IGBG invest up to $165.000in immediate improvements.
IGBG may expect a minimum return to investment ratio of 2 to 1 within two
years and annual safety benefits of approximately $615,000. However I
consideration should be given to the desirable long term improvement of

installingleft turn bays in the east-westdirectionat the HastingsStreet
intersection.
ES-8
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1.4

Study Method

The study followed a systematic
method to review the physical,
traffic, collision and traffic conflict
characteristics. Observationswere
conducted on-site to review the
existing horizontal and vertical
geometry, intersection traffic
control, laning, land use, parking,
and traffic characteristicsalong the
study corridor.

Traffic
characteristics
were
reviewed using peak hour and 24
hour traffic counts provided by the
City. The signalized intersection
capacities were evaluated using
Synchro Version 3.2, based on the
procedures detailed in the ~
Highwav
Cacac~
Manual
published by the Transportation
Research Board.
Clearance intervals, provided in the
signal timing plans by the City,
were reviewed using Institl:Jte of
Transportation
Engineers (ITE)
guidelines. Suggested clearance
intervals were calculated based on
intersection geometry.
FIGURE 1.1 LOCATION
OF STUDY CORRIDOR
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Summaries of motor vehicle collisions recorded along the study corridor
between January 1, 1992 and December 31, 1996 were provided by the City.
The collision data was analyzed to determine the collision characteristics at
signalized intersections, unsignalized intersections and mid block locations. A
calculated index for ranking the collision risk at signalized intersections along
the corridor was generated by using the critical collision rates. The three
most collision-prone intersections based on the index and on the critical rates
were chosen for more detailed analysis. Traffic conflict surveys were
conducted at the selected critical intersections to gain further insight in the
collision risk at these locations. A description of the traffic conflict technique

is provided in APPENDIXA.
In addition to the three selected intersections, other locations with high
collision frequencies were investigated. Intersectionswith over-represented
collision type were also identified. The collision characteristics at _these
locationswere further analyzedfor additionaltrends.
Based on the findings of the review, traffic operations and safety issues were
identified and improvement alternatives were generated. An economic
evaluation of the alternatives was conducted using the methods discussed in
UQdate to the Economic Evaluation of Road Imorovements, prepared in 1997
by Hamilton Associates for ICBC. The amount of potential ICBC funding
which can be contributed towards the implementation of the recommended
improvements was determined to improve the overall safety of the Nanaimo

Street corridor.
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2.0

PHYSICAL AND TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

2.1

Physical Characteristics

The horizontal alignment of the study corridor is generally straight, with the
exception of a. horizontal S-curve located between 33rd Avenue and St.
lawrence Street and the horizontal curve at the McGill Street intersection.
The vertical alignment along Nanaimo Street was determined using a
clinometer and the grades were documented and summarized in APPENDIX
B. The vertical alignment of the corridor was classified as flat (measured to
be less than one percent), moderate (measured to be between one and four
percent), and steep (measured to be four percent or more). Steep grades
affect the safety of an intersection due to the increased braking distance
required to stop or slow down a motor vehicle. The grades along the corridor
were classified as intermittent, moderate and steep. Steep grades are located
at many signalized intersection apprQaches.
The corridor is generally marked for two travel lanes with on-street parking in
each direction. A list of intersections with dedicated left turn lanes is
summarized in TABLE 2.1.
TABLE 2.1 INTERSECTIONS WITH DEDICATED LEFT TURN LANES
INTERSECTION

DIRECTION

Kingsway

All directions

South Grandvlew Highway

All directions

Broadway

All directions

1- Avenue

All directions

HastingsStreet

Northboundand Southbound

DundasStreet

Eastbound

HA)UL TON ASSOCIATES
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The signalized intersections generally provide one primary overhead traffic
signal, and one far left secondary signal head. Far right tertiary signal heads
are provided for all approaches at Kingsway, South Grandview Highway,
Broadway, 1stStreet, and Hastings Street.

Primarysignal heads are typically equipped with 300 millimetre (12 inch)
diameter indicators while secondary signal heads are equipped with 200
millimetre (8 inch) indicators. Tertiary signal heads provide 300 millimetre
diameter red indicators, and 200 millimetre green and amber indicators. A

summary of the signal indicator diametersis providedin APPENDIXB.
2.3

Traffic Characteristics

A.

Traffic Volume

The daily trafficvolumesrecordedat six locationsalong the study corridor
were providedby the City. The recordedtwo-waytraffic volumesvaried
betweenapproximately11,000vehiclesper day nearTriumphStreetin the
south and 27,000vehiclesper day near CambridgeStreetin the north. A
reviewof the traffic volumesindicatedthat southboundtrafficvolumesare
generally higher throughoutthe corridor. The daily traffic volumes are
summarized In FIGURE 2.2.
A review of the hourly traffic distribution at the Cambridge Street intersection
indicated that southbound traffic volume peaks during the morning period
while northbound traffic volume peaks in the afternoon period. The hourly
traffic distribution at the Cambridge Street intersection reflects a commuter
traffic pattern between North Vancouver and Vancouver and is a typical traffic
pattern for the north region of the corridor. The hourly traffic distribution is
summarized in APPENDIX C.
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FIGURE 2.2 CAlLY TRAFFIC VOLUME ALONG NANAIMO STREET

The intersectionturning movementvolumes during the morning and
afternoonpeakhoursaresummarized
in APPENDIX
C.
The performance of signalized intersections along the study corridor was
analyzed using the Synchro software. The performance of each intersection
is described in terms of a level of service. The levels of service range from A,
which represents excellent conditions with little or no delay, to F, which
represents congested conditions with considerable delays. The capacity
analysis was conducted using the most recent available turning movement
volumes, current signal timing plans, and geometric characteristics. The
results of the intersectioncapacity analysis are summarized in APPENDIXC.
Intersection movementswith a level of service -E- or worse are provided in
TABLE2.2.
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TABLE 2.2 TURNING MOVEMENTS ENCOUNTERING A LEVEL OF
SERVICE "E" OR WORSE

LOCATION

PEAK
HOUR

AM
Kingsway

MOVEMENT
Northbound left tum and westboundthrough movements

Northboundand southboundleft turn movements

22"dStreet

PM
PM

S. Grandview

AM

Northbound, eastbound and westbound left tum movements

Hwy.

PM

Northbound and southboundleft tum movements

AM

All left tum movements

PM

All left tum movements

AM

Northboundand southboundleftturn movementsand all
westboundmovements

Broadway

1- Avenue

PM

Southboundleftturn movements

Northbound and southboundleft turn movementsand

eastboundleftturnmovements

Hastings
Street

AM

Northboundleftturn movementsand all westbound
movements

PM

Southbound left turn movements

Dundas
Street

AM

Eastboundlefttum movements

PM

Southboundrightturn movements

B.

ITE Recommended Clearance Intervals at Signalized Intersections

The amber and all-red intervals for the signalized intersections along the
Nanaimo Street corridor were reviewed based on the signal timing plans
provided by the City. The review indicated that the all-red intervals at most
signalized intersections were less than the suggested ITE all-red intervals. A
summary of the existing and suggested all-red intervals is provided in TABLE
2.3.
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TABLE 2.3 EXISTING AND SUGGESTED ALL-RED INTERVALS

INTERSECTION

DIRECTION

EXISTINGALLRED INTERVALS

SUGGESTED ITE
ALL-RED

INTERVALS

North/South

0.6

1.3

East/W
est

0.7

1.2

North/South

1.5

1.9

East/West

1.5

2.0

NorttV$outh

1.0

1.6

East/West

1.0

1.8

South Grandview

North/South

1.5

1.9

Highway

East/West

1.5

1.6

Nol1h/South

1.0

1.9

EastlWest

1.0

1.6

Nol1h/South

1.5

1.9

1.5

1.0

1.8
1.6

1.0

1.4

33rd Avenue

KIngsway
~

Avenue

Broadway
E. Hastings Street

EaSt/West

DundasStreet

10

NorttVSouth
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3.0

COLLISION CHARACTERISTICS

Collision characteristics along the corridor were reviewed using collision data
provided by the City. In 1996, significant changes took place regarding police
reporting of collisions. Many police agencies changed their procedures for
collision reporting, resulting in fewer reported collisions overall. Therefore,
collision characteristics were reviewed for the five year period between
January 1, 1992 and December 31, 1996.
An annual average of 344 collisions was reported over the course of the study
period, representing an annual collision rate of approximately 63 colli~ions
per kilometre. This collision rate is below the collision rates for other northsouth arterial roads in the City previously studied under the Road
Improvement Program. Collisions were classified and analyzed for trends
based on the locations at which they occurred: signalized intersections,
intersections with pedestrian controlled signals, unsignalized intersections,
and mid-block locations. The results of this analysis are described below.

3.1 Characteristics of Collisions at Midblock Locations
A.

Collision Type and Severity

Approximately 68 midblock collisions per year were reported aJong the study
corridor, representing 20 percent of total reported collisions. A review of the
collision type distribution indicated that rear-end collisions represented 55
percent of totaJ reported midblock collisions, followed by collisions involving
parked vehicles (16 percent). The mid block collision type distribution is

shown in FIGURE3.1.
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FIGURE 3.1 COLLISION TYPE DISTRIBUTION FOR MIDBLOCK
LOCATIONS
Collision typesfor the corridor were compared to the average collision type
percentages at comparable locations in the City. Using the Chi-Square test,
over-represented collision types at midblock locations were identified. A
description of the Chi-Square test is included in APPENDIX D and the results
are summarized in APPENDIX E. The results of the Chi-Square test indicated
that rear-end collisions were over-represented at midblock locations and are
attributed to congestion near major intersections.
The collision severity was measured by the consequences of the collision,
which were categorized as fatal, injury or property damage only. Collisions
involving property damage only were considered the least severe, while
collisions involving a fatality were considered the most severe. Approximately
77 percent of the recorded midblock collisions involved property damage
only and 23 percent involved injuries.
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B.

Spatial Distribution of Collisions

A review of the spatial distribution indicated that the mid block locations
exhibiting the highest collision frequency are generally located adjacent to
signalized intersections. The midblock collision spatial distribution is shown
in FIGURE 3.2. The results indicated that the collision frequency was highest
in the 1600 block near the 1stAvenue intersection, and the 2400 block near
the Broadway intersection and may be attributed to congestion of the
intersections.

FIGURE 3.2 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION FOR MIDBLOCK
COLLISIONS
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3.2

Collision Characteristicsof IntersectionsWithoutSignals

A.

Collision Type and Severity

An annual average of 78 reported collisions occurred at unsignalized
intersections along the study corridor, representing 23 percent of the total
corridor collisions. A review of the collision type distribution indicated that
rear-end collisions represent 27 percent of total collisions at unsignalized
Intersections, followed by angle collisions (22 percent), and left turn opposing
collisions (19 percent). The collision type distribution is shown in FIGURE
3.3.
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FIGURE 3.3 DISTRIBUTION FOR COLLISION TYPES AT
UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTION LOCATIONS
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Results of the Chi-Squareanalysisindicate that rear-end collisions are over-

representedat the WilliamStreet and 2411
Avenueintersections,while left turn
opposing collisions are over-representedat the 1211
Avenueintersection.
A review of the severitydistribution indicatedthat property damage collisions
represent 68 percent of total unsignalized Intersection collisions, while 31
percent of collisions involved an injury and is typical when compared with
other corridors. Two fatal collisions were reported over the study period at
unslgnalized intersections along the corridor. On June 17th, 1993 a
southbound vehicle fatally struck a pedestrianin clear, daylight conditions at
the Turner Street intersectiondue to driver inattention. A fatal collision was
also reported on October29th, 1993at the ParkerStreet intersectioninvolving
a pedestrian. The second fatality was attributed to alcohol, and occurred
under foggy and wet conditions.
B.

Spatial Distribution of Collisions

A review of the spatial distribution of collisions at unsignalized intersection
locations indicated the highest annual collision frequency was located at
Grandview Highway North (18.8 collisions). followed by 12~ Avenue (7.4
collisions). The spatial collision distribution for unsignalized intersections is
shown in APPENDIX C.
The relatively high traffic volumes along Nanaimo Street at the Grandview
Highway North and 1201Avenue intersections contribute to the risk of collision
as the number of gaps available to eastbound
unsignalized

intersections

are reduced.

and westbound

Angle collisions

traffic at the

represented

34

percent of total collisions at the Grandview Highway North intersection, and
rear-end

collisions

represented

35 percent

of total collisions

at the 1201

Avenue intersection followed by angle collisions (24 percent).
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3.3

Collision Characteristicsof Intersectionswith
PedestrianControlledSignals

Pedestrian-controlled traffic controls are provided at seven locations along the
corridorI as shown in FIGURE2.1. An average of 32 collisions per year were
recorded at pedestrian controlled intersections.

A.

Collision Type and Severity

A review of the collision type distribution at the pedestrian-controlled
signalized intersections indicated that angle collisions account for 23 percent
of. the collisions, followed by rear-end collisions (22 percent) and left turn
opposing collisions (13 percent) as shown in FIGURE3.4.

Based on the results of the Chi-Square test, fixed object collision (17
collisions), and left tum opposing collisions are over-represented at the McGill
Street intersection. Improvements to the McGill Street intersection were made
in September 1996, by increasing lane width, improving signing, and adding
a traffic signaJ and advanced warning flashers. Therefore analysis of collision
data does not reflect the current operational conditions. However, the
improvements do not address fixed object collisions.

A review of the severity distribution at the pedestrian-controlledsignalized
intersections indicated typical conditions with approximately 73 percent of
collisions categorizedas propertydamage only, while 26 percent of collisions

resultedin injury. Onefatalityoccurredon December811 1994 on wet road
surface conditions, when a pedestrian was struck by a vehicle travelling
southbound on Pandora Street. This fatality was attributed to driver
inattention.
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B.

Spatial Distribution of Collisions

A review of the spatial distribution of collisions at pedestrian-controlled
intersectionsindicatedthat the McGill Street intersectionrecordedthe highest
frequency of collisions,with an average of 11.6 collisionsper year followed by
the Adanac Street intersection (6.4 collisions per year). Angle collisions
represented44 percent of total collisions at the Adanac Street intersection.
followed by rear-end collisions (25 percent). The collision frequency at the
remwning pedestrian-controlledintersections averaged below 5.0 collisions
per year. The spatial collisiondistribution is shown in FIGURE3.5.
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3.4

SignalizedIntersectionCollision Characteristics

Approximately 165 collisions per year were recorded at the 8 signalized

intersections along the study corridorI representing 49 percent of total
collisions along the study corridor. Based on collision summaries provided
by the City, collision characteristics were reviewed.

A.

Collision Type and Severity

Left turn opposing collisions occurred most frequently (29 percent), followed
by rear-end collisions (28 percent) and angle collisions (17 percent). The
collision type distribution for signalized intersections is shown in FIGURE 3.6.
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INTERSECTIONS

The reported collision types at each signalized intersection along the study
corridor were compared to the average collision type percentages of
intersections in the City, using the" Chi-Square test, and over-represented
collision types at signalized intersections were identified.
The results indicated that left turn opposing collisions were over-represented
at the Broadway, Dundas Street, and 1stAvenue intersections, while rear-end
collisions were over-represented at the 22ndAvenue intersection.
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B.

Collision FrequencyPrediction

The expected collision frequenciesat the signalized intersections along the
corridor were estimated using a generalizedlinear regression model (GUM).
The collision prediction model used is ou1linedin the report entitled Accident
(1998, ICBC and UBC). The model estimates the expected collision
frequency at an intersectionbased on averagetraffic volumes. A comparison
of the expected and observed collision frequencies is used to indicate the
probability of a specific intersectionbeing collision prone.
The results of the accident prediction models indicated that the Dundas Street
and Kingsway intersections have a 90 percent probability of being collisionprone. The observed and expected collision frequencies are shown in
FIGURE 3.7. The method and results of the collision prediction model are

included in APPENDIXF.
to 40
! 35
ItZ-30

FIGURE 3.7 OBSERVED AND EXPECTED ANNUAL COLLISION
FREQUENCIES AT SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
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c.

Critical Collision Rates

The collision rates were calculated for all signalized intersections along the
study corridor. The collision rate is expressed as the number of collisions per
million entering vehicles (MEV) at the intersection. The intersection collision
rate is then compared to a critical collision rate, which is a function of the
City's average collision rate and the intersection traffic volume. The critical
rate is a statistical threshold which, when exceeded, indicates that collisions
at an intersection can be attributed to site-specific causes rather than random
fluctuation. Details of the critical collision rate calculation are included in
APPENDIX F.

The signalized intersectioncollision rates along the corridor were compared
with the critical rate curve, and the results are shown in FIGURE 3.8. The
results indicated that the Dundas Street intersection is at the critical rate, with
the Kingsway and Broadway intersections approaching the critical rate.
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The intersectionCCRI identifiedthe Dundas Street intersectionas having the
highest collision risk along the corridor. Based on the CCRI. as well as
collision frequency. the Dundas Street. Kingsway and Hastings Street
intersectio.nswere selectedfor detailed analysis. The Broadwayintersection
was previously studied under the ICBC Road Improvement Program.
Intersection-specificimprovementswere recommendedon March 1996. in a
report entitled Broadwav Corridor Traffic Ogerations Review Vancouver.
British Columbia. Therefore the Broadway intersection was not evaluated
further. Considerationshould be given to the recommended improvements,
described in that report,which have not yet been implemented.
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4.0

DETAilED INTERSECTION ANALYSIS

As discussed in Section 3, three critical intersections were identified as having
the highest collision risk along the Corridor.
analyzed

and

intersections

substantial

field

observations

Collision characteristics
were

conducted

were

at these

in order to determine mitigating measures to improve safety of

the intersections

and ameliorate traffic operations.

Traffic conflict surveys

were conducted at the fo."owing intersections:

.

Nanaimo Street and Kingsway

.

Nanaimo Street anq Hastings Street

.

Nanaimo Street and Dundas Street

Physical,traffic, collision and conflict characteristics were reviewed in order to
determine safety issues at the above intersections. Photographs of the three

critical intersectionsare provided in APPENDIXH.
4.1

NanalmoStreetand Klngsway

The intersection of Kingsway and Nanaimo Street is located in the southern
part of the study corridor. Kingsway is a major arterial street, also serving as
Highway 1A and Highway 99A, and runs diagonally between Vancouver and
New Westminster. The land use along Kingsway in the vicinity of Nanaimo
Street is primarily commercial.
A

PhysicalCharacteristics

A schematiclayout of the Kingswayintersectionis shown in FIGURE4.1. The
intersectionis marked for two travel lanes and one dedicated left turn lane in
the northbound and southbound directions along Nanaimo Street. The
eastbound and westbound approachesalong Kingswayare marked for three
lanes,with one dedicatedleft turn lane in each direction.
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On the east leg, there is a downgrade from west to east of 5 percent. On the
south leg, there is a down of 4 percent from north to south. Furthermore, a
horizontal S-curve exists along the northbound approach.

FIGURE 4.1 KINGSWAY INTERSECTION LAYOUT
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B

Traffic Characteristics

The Kingsway intersection is controlled by a three phase cycJe with an
actuated eastbound left turn phase. Tuming movement volumes and their
associated levels of service are summarized in FIGURE 4.2. The results
Indicated that the westbound through movements and northbound left turn
movements encounter significant delays during the morning peak period.
Northbound and southbound left turn movements are experiencing significant
delays during the afternoon peak period.
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FIGURE 4.2 TURNING MOVEMENT VOLUMES AND CAPACITY
PERFORMANCE AT THE KINGSWAY INTERSECTION

c

Collision and Conflict Characteristics

An annual average of 36 collisions was reported at the Kingsway intersection.
The collision characteristics of the study intersection were reviewed and the
spatial distribution of collisions is shown in FIGURE 4.3. The results of the
collision prediction model described in Section 2 indicated that the Kingsway
intersection was collision prone at the 90 percent confidence level.
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A review of the collision types indicated that rear-end collisions were the most
prominent collision type at the Kingsway intersection, representing 34 percent
of the collisions, followed by left turn opposing collisions (21 percent) and
angle collisions (20 percent).
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FIGURE 4.3 KINGSWAY COLLISION SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

Traffic surveyswere conductedat the Kingswayinters~ctionon Tuesday May
181hand Wednesday May 191h,1999. A total of 65 traffic conflicts were
observed during the 32 person hours of observation. The spatial distribution
is shown in FIGURE4.4. The results indicatedthat the most frequent type of
conflicts recorded were rear-end (37 percent),followed by left turn opposing
conflicts (29 percent).
I
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4.2

Hastings Street intersection

The intersection of Hastings Street and Nanaimo Street is located in the north
region of the study corridor. Hastings Street is a major east-west arterial
street, also serving as Highway 7A. linking downtown Vancouver in the west
to Burnaby in the east. The land use along Hastings Street in the vicinity of
Nanaimo Street is commercial.

A

Physical Characteristics

The schematic layout of the Hastings Street Intersection is shown In FIGURE
4.5. The intersection is marked for three travel lanes with one lane typically
serving as a parking lane. Parking is permitted up to the intersection on all
approaches during off-peak periods.
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FIGURE 4.5 HASTINGS STREET INTERSECTION LAYOUT
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B

Traffic Characteristics

The Hastings Street intersection is controlled by a three-phase signal with an
actuated northbound left turn phase. Turning movement volumes and the
respective levels of service are summarized in FIGURE 4.6. The eastbound
left turn movement is restricted in the afternoon period. Southbound and
westbound left turning movements were noted to be highest during the
afternoon peak period. The results of the capacity analysis indicated that the
northbound and westbound left turn movements are experiencing lengthy
delays during the morning peak period.
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c

Collision and ConflictCharacteristics

The spatial distribution of collisions is shown in FIGURE 4.7. An average of
25 collisions per year was recorded at this location. The most frequent
collision type was rear end (34 percent) I followed by left tum opposing
collisions (22 percent) and angle collisions (20 percent). A review of the
spatial distribution of collisions indicated a high concentration of east-west
rear end collisions.
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FIGURE 4.7 HASTINGS STREET COLLISION SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Traffic conflict surveys were conducted at the intersectionon Thursday, May

20th,1999 and Friday, May 21It, 1999. A total of 84 conflicts were observed
during the 32 person hours of observation. The spatial distribution of the
conflicts is shown in FIGURE4.8.

The most frequenttypes of conflictsrecordedwere weavingconflicts (35
percent)followedby rear end conflicts(19 percent)and left turn opposing
conflicts (18 percent).
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B

Traffic Characteristics

The Dundas Street intersection is controlled by a three-phase cycle with a
protected-permissive phase for the eastbound left turn movement. The peak
hour turning movement volumes and associated levels of service at the study
intersection are summarized in FIGURE 4.10. Traffic volumes in excess of
1,300 vehicles per hour were recorded on the two southbound right turn lanes
during the morning peak hour and on the two eastbound left turn lanes during
the afternoon peak hour. Significant delays are encountered for both
movements. Southbound left turn volumes were relatively low with fewer than
10 vehicles per hour during the m.orning and afternoon peak periods.
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c

Collision and Conflict Characteristics

The spatial distribution of collisions is shown in FIGURE 7.3. An annual
average of 28 collisions was reported at the Dundas Street intersection.
Using the collision prediction model, the study intersection was identified to
be collision prone at the 90 percent confidence level. The most prominent
collision type was left turn opposing (32 percent) followed by rear end
collisions (21 percent). The results of the Chi-square test indicated that left
turn opposing and right turn weaving collisions were over-represented -at this
location.
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Traffic conflict surveys were conducted at the Dundas Street intersectjonon
Wednesday, May 26th,1999and Thursday,May 2~, 1999. A total of 71 traffic
conflicts were observed during the 32 person hours of observation. The
spatial distribution of conflicts is shown in FIGURE4. 12. The results indicated

the most frequent type of conflictsrecordedwas left tum opposing (35
percent)followedby rear-endcon~icts(14perc;ent).
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4.4

Overview

Based on the physical, traffic, collision and conflict characteristics provided in
this section, safety issues were identified and will be discussed in the
following section. Similar safety issues for the three critical intersections, and
intersections with over-represented collision types, will be collectively
evaluated.
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Utility wires and overhead trolley-cables obscure signal visibility at the
Hastings Street intersection as shown in FIGURE 5.1. Reduced signal
visibility results in rear-endcollisions.

FIGURE 5.1 INCONSPICUOUS PRIMARY SIGNAL VISIBILITY AT THE
HASTINGS STREET INTERSECTION DUE TO TROLLEY CABLES
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c

Secondaryand TernarySignalHeadVisibility

The secondarysignal heads providedat all signalizedintersectionsalong the
study corridor are equipped with smaller 200 millimetre diameter indicators.
The smaller diameter indicators result in limited signal head visibility.
Furthermore,the secondarysignal heads are without the yellow backboards
resulting in a lack of contrast betweenthe secondarysignal head and a dark
background was noted at the Kjngsway,HastingsStreet, and Dundas Street
intersectionsas shown in FIGURE5.2. Secondarysignal heads are useful for
left tum vehicles and vehicles travelling behind larger vehicles which can
obstruct a driver's view of the primarysignal head. Umited secondary ~ignal
h.eadvisibility contributesto over-representedleft turn opposing collisions at
the Broadway,1. Avenue,and DundasStreetintersections.

FIGURE 5.2 INCONSPICUOUS SECONDARY SIGNAL AT THE DUNDAS
STREET INTERSECTION DUE TO A DARK BACKGROUND
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The horizontal curve located on the northbound approach of the Kjngsway
intersection reduces the entering driver's visibility of opposing traffic and
reduces the driver's time to react to the traffic signals. The reduced visibility
results in left turn opposing collisions.
The tertiary signal head on the southbound approach of the Dundas Street
intersectionblends in with its dark backgroundresultingin rear-endcollisions.
In addition, southbound rear-end collisions are occurring due to the
dedicated right turn phase provided for the outside right turn lane only.
Vehicles turning right from the inside shared through-and-rightlane become
confused over their right-of-wayand cause rear-endcollisionsand conflicts.
D

Pedestrian Visibility and Safety

Vehicles parked near the intersection reduce pedestrian visibility for right turn
vehicles as shown in FIGURE 5.3. High pedestrian volumes at commercial
intersections compounded by erratic pedestrian crossing patterns, is causing
pedestrian and rear-end collisions and conflicts. Furthermore, vehicles were
noted to weave into the traffic stream from behind parked cars and cause
secondary rear-end conflicts. Parking is permitted in the curb lane at the
Kingswayand Hastings Street intersections outside of peak periods.
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FIGURE 5.3 LIMITED PEDESTRIAN VISIBILITY FOR RIGHT TURN
VEHICLES RESULTING FROM PARKED VEHICLES AT THE HASTINGS
STREET INTERSECTION

It should be noted that pedestrians are prohibited from crossing on the north
leg of the Dundas Street intersection and that during on-site observations, it
was discovered that many pedestrians ignored the prohibition and crossed at
this location. Pedestrian conflicts were recorded on the north leg with a high
severity indicating a high risk of collision.

5.2

Capacity Issues

A

Significant Delays for Left Turn Vehicles

Weaving conflictswere attributed to vehicles changing lanes to avoid left turn
vehicles stopped or slowed in the travel lanes. The weaving vehicles typically
proceeded through the intersection at the end of a platoon, and often
conflicted with opposing left turn vehicles. In addition, weaving vehicles were
observed to cause many secondary rear-end conflicts.
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With the significant delays for left turn vehicles, drivers grow frustrated and
accept inadequate gaps, resulting in left turn opposing collisions. Left turn
opposing collisions were over-represented at the Dundas Street intersection
and occurred mainly between eastbound left turn and westbound drivers as
shown in FIGURE4.11. They are attributed to afternoon delays shown in
FIGURE 4.10, and the difficulty in judging gaps from the inside left turn lane.
The longer distance to turn from the outside left turn fane makes it more
difficult for drivers to judge gaps.

5.3

Geometric Issues

A

Horizontal and Vertical Grades on the Intersection Approaches

Insufficient vertical and horizontal curves at the Kingsway and McGill Street
intersections result in drivers having difficulty braking near intersection
approaches in wet road surface cqnditions. Wet road surface conditions were
noted to reduce the friction between the pavement and the vehicle's tires,
resulting in rear-end and fixed object col.lisions.
The downward slope on the east leg of the Kingsway intersection, results in a
high concentration of rear-end collisions. Furthermore, 43 percent of rear-end
collisions on this approach occurred on a wet pavement surface.

Fixed object and wet road surface condition collisionswere over-represented
at the McGill Street intersection. Wet pavementconditions were attributedto
94 percent of the fixed object collisions and occurred due to vehicles losing
control while progressing along the horizontal curve in the west-south
direction, and colliding with the median.

B

Inadequate Turning Radius and Lane Width

During on-site observations, trucks and buses were observed to mount the
curb while turning right at the Dundas Street intersection. Consequently,
following drivers would decelerate on the intersection approach resulting in
rear-end collisions and conflicts as shown in FIGURE4.11 and FIGURE4.12.
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Right turn weaving collisions were over-represented at the Dundas Street
intersection. Weaving collisions and conflicts were concentrated on the
southbound approach and may be attributed to the shared right turn and
through movement. Vehicles sense they might get delayed behind through
vehicles and therefore change lanes resulting in weaving collisions.

c

DrivewaysNear the Intersection

A review of the conflicts at the Kingsway intersection often indicated that
westbound rear-end collisions occur as a result of the driveway access near
the intersection on the northwest comer of the intersection. Drivers slow
down to turn right into the driveway. Following drivers, accelerating from the
intersection, do not anticipated the need to stop, resulting in rear-end
collision.

5.4

Other Safety Issues

The lack of gaps of sufficient length to cross in traffic along Nanairno Street at
the Grandview Highway North and 12thAvenue intersections causes drivers to
become frustrated and cross and turn into these minor streets resulting in left
turn opposing, angle and secondary rear-end collisions.
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6.0

MITIGATING MEASURES

Based on the identifieddeficienciesalong the NanaimoStreet corridor,
mitigation measureswere identifiedto reduce the collision and conflict risk.
The mitigation measures are presented below for each of the intersections
with the highest collision risk. and for the other Corridor locations where
specific collision types are over-represented.
6.1

Mitigating measures to Improve intersection operation

A

Update All-Red Times To New ITE Guidelines

Updating all-red phases in all signal timing plans is suggested. A summary of
the suggested all-red phases is shown in TABLE 2.3. Consultation with the
City indicated that controllers are currently being upgraded and all-red times
will be updated in the process. A minimum of 3.5 seconds for amber and 1.5
seconds for red will be used and will be lengthened according to site specific
geometry. A collision reduction of up to 10 percent of angle, left turn
opposing and rear-end collisions is expected at all signalized intersections.
The Kingsway and Hastings Street intersections were identified as potential
safety camera locations as part of the Icac Intersection Safety Camera
Project. Typically, prior to the installation of an intersection safety camera, a
site assessment is undertaken to determine if deficiencies exist which
contribute to a high frequency of angle collisions and to determine if counter
measures other than an intersection safety camera are appropriate. The site
assessment conducted in September 1998, recommends improvements to
signal visibility. The red light camera was installed at the Kingsway
intersection in December 1998, on the west leg and faces eastbound. It
began operating on July 15111999. To accurately quantify the associated
benefits of an intersection safety camera, any improvements to the Kingsway
intersection should be. implemented only once the evaluation of the
intersection safety camera Is complete. In the site assessment, all-red times
were not compared with the ITE guidelines due to the compressed time frame
of the study. This comparison should be considered for inclusion in Mure
site assessments.
HAMILTON ASSOCIATES
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The installationof the cameraat the HastingsStreetintersectionshouldbe
considered once improvementshave been implemented and post
improvementcollisioncharacteristics
havebeendetermined.
B

Enhance Primary Signal Visibility

Install 300 mil/imetre diameter amber and green primary signal indicators
Consideration should be given to replacingthe existing 200 mililmetre

diameter amber and green indicators with 300 millimetre diameter lenses at
th~ 22ndAvenue and Dundas Street intersections. The larger diameter
indicators are expected to provide improved signal visibility and reduce the
frequency of vehicles entering the intersectionduring the amber and all-red
phasethus reducing angle, left turn opposing and rear-endcollisions by up to
10 percent.
Installan additional primary signal head
It is recommended that signal conspicuity at the Kingsway and Hastings
Street intersections be improved. An additional primary signal head should
be installed for each approach at the Kingsway and Hastings Street
intersections. To remain consistent with the corridor-level improvements, all
primary signal heads should be equipped with 300 millimetre diameter
indicators. At the Kingsway intersection, the existing primary signal heads are
mounted on span wires in the east-west directions and may require structural
upgrades to support the additional signa1 head. The expected reduction in
rear-end, left tum opposing and angle collisions is up to 15 percent.
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Provide mast arm mounting for primary signal head
Visual clutter diverts the driver's attention away from the signal displays at the
Hastings Street intersection. On the intersection approaches, trolley cables
obscured signal lenses. Therefore, it is recommended that the signal visibility
be improved by providing mast arm mounting for primary signal heads. The
existing primary signal heads are mounted on span wires and require
structural upgrades to support the additional signal head and reduce the
overall clutter of the intersection.
With the implementation of this
improvement, the expected reduction in rear-end, left turn opposing and
angle collisions is 15 percent

c

Enhance Secondary and Tertiary Signal Visibility

Install yellow backboards on secondary signal heads
It is recommended that the secondary signal heads be equipped with yellow
backboards at the Kingsway and Hastings Street intersections as well as the
Broadway, 1st Avenue, and Dundas Street intersections where left turn
opposing collisions are over-represented.
The installation of yellow
backboards is expected to improve the contrast between the signal displays
and their environment. This improvement is expected to reduce the number
of left turn opposing and rear-end collisions at the above mentioned locations
by up to 10 percent.
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Provide an additional tertiary signal head
It is recommended that an additional tertiary signal head be installed on the
near side post at the Kingsway and Dundas Street intersections to ameliorate
signal visibility and to give advanced warning to vehicles entering the
intersection. Due to the horizontal curve on the northbound approach at the
Kingsway intersection, advanced warning should be provided to reduce the
propensity of left turn opposing and rear-end collisions. Furthermore, an
additional tertiary signal should be provided for the southbound approach of
the Dundas Street intersection to reduce the frequency of rear-end and
weaving collisions on this approach. The existing far side signal is sometimes
blocked by trucks. The existing tertiary signal head at the Dundas Street
intersection should also be upgraded to provide 300 millimetre diameter
lenses mounted on a yellow backboard. The expected reduction in the
above-mentioned collisions is 20 percent.

D

Improve Pedestrian Visibility and Crossing Patterns

Restrict parking near the intersection

This improvement is to enhance pedestrian visibility near the intersection.
Parking should be restricted to 7.0 m from the approach at the Hastings
Street intersection,and by 7.0 m from the eastbound approach and 14.0 m
from the westbound approachat the Kingswayintersectionto provide storage
for right turn vehicles. The number of pedestrianand secondaryrear-endand
angle collisions is expectedto be reduced by 5 percent.
Set back stop line
To ameliorate pedestrian operations at the intersection, it is recommended
that the STOP line be off set as shown in FIGURE 6.1 to improve pedestrian
visibility for right-turn-on.-red manoeuvres. This improvement option is
recommended for implementation near intersections with high pedestrian
volumes and is only effective when drivers stop behind the STOP line. The
number of pedestrian collisions is expected to be reduced by up to 10
percent.
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Provide dedicated left tum bays

In the long term left turn bays should be provided in the east-west direction at
the Hastings Street intersection. Provision of left turn bays reduces the
number of weaving and secondary rear-end collisions, and improves visibility
of opposing through vehicles for left turn vehicles. This improvement would
require widening of the intersection approaches and is subject to the
availability of the right of way. The expected .reduction in left turn opposing
and rear-end collisions is up to 80 and 30 percent, respectively.
Prghlblt left tum movement during all time periods

To promote safety in the absence of left turn lanes, the prohibition of
eastbound left turn movements at the Hastings Street intersection should be
considered. Presently, the eastbound left turn movement is prohibited during
the afternoon peak period. Collision claims data was analyzed outside of this
time period between May 1996 and January 1999, to gain further insight into
collisions relating to the eastbound left turn movement. It was determined
that eastbound left turns contributed towards $38,009-in
annual claims filed
.
.
with

ICBC.

By

prohibiting

th~

eastbound

left

turn

movement

during

all

periods at the intersection, the number of weaving and lane charge
manoeuvres. as well as left turn opposing, weaving and rear-end collisions
along Hastings Street, is expected to be reduced by 20 percent in the
,

eastbound direction.
Provide a protected-on/y left turn phase
Because the dual left turn lane requires longer gaps in opposing through
traffic, it is recommended to provide a detected protected-only left turn phase
at the Dundas Street intersection for eastbound left turn vehicles with
actuated westbound traffic signal control to optimize eastbound left turn
traffic. Neighbourhood groups should be consulted for input prior to
implementing this change. This improvement is expected to reduce left turn
opposing collisions along Dundas Street by 30 percent.

so
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The recommended signal timing plans, and their expected capacity
performance with the provision of the above left t~rn phases, are summarized
in APPENDIX I. Given the existing geometry of the intersections, the

recommendedplans had to be optimizedwith new cycle lengths.

6.3

Mitigating Measures to Improve Geometry

A

Pavement Treatment

An anti-skid pavement treatment will reduce the occurrence of collisions
occurring under wet road surface conditions. This pavement treatment has a
limited lifetime and should be periodically monitored for deterioration. Antiskid pavement treatment should be applied to the westbound approach of
both the Kingsway and McGill Street intersections. The expected collision
reduction for rear-end and fixed object collisions is 30 percent, respectively.
The City should review the timeframe for implementation of these projects in
their Capital Works plan to determine if they can be incorporated into their
repaving schedule.

B

Improve Southbound Laning, and Increase Lane Widths and Turning
Radius at the Dundas Street Intersection

To reduce weaving and rear-end collisions, it is recommended that geometric
improvements be implemented on the southbound approach of the Dundas
Street intersection. It is recommended that a dedicated right turn lane replace
the shared through-and-right-turn lane.
Southbound traffic can be
accommodated by the inside through lane. The dual right turn lane will
require the prohibition of the southbound left turning movement. Left turn
traffic volumes do not exceed 10 vehicles per hour and can be
accommodated at other locations along the corridor. Signs giving advanced
warning to drivers approaching the intersection are necessary to avoid driver
confusion over the intersectjon laning.
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It is further recommended that the lane width and turning radius be increased
on the southbound approach to assist drivers in completing their turning
movements as shown in AGURE 6.2. Given. the existing cross sectional
geometry of the intersection, the proposed southbound dual right turn lanes
should be increased from 3.0 metres to 3.5 metres. This improvement will
require off-setting the centre line delineation by 1.0 metres east of its current
location and restricting parking between Dundas Street and Oxford Street.
This improvement can be undertaken if it is feasible to relocate the far-side
northbound bus stop further north along Dundas Street, or if the buses make
infrequent stops at this location. The turning radius may only be increased
from 10 metres to 12.2 metres without requiring the right-of-way. The above
improvements are expected to reduce weaving and rear-end collisions along
this approach by up to 30 percent. Additionally, the existing truck routes to
downtown, such as the Cassiar Connector at Hastings Street. should be
evaluated to identify alternative routes for trucks currently using the Dundas
Street intersection.
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It should be noted that future access management such as driveway closures,
consolidations,
considered

and relocations

as opportunities

away from

the intersections

arise with redevelopment

should

be

near the Kingsway

intersection.

6.4

Mitigating Measures for Other Safety Issues

Installs raisedmedian

To reduce the number of angle, secondary rear-end, and left turn opposing
collisions, consideration should be given to providing a raJsedmedian at both
the Grandview Highway North and 12d1 Avenue intersections.
By
incorporating a raJsed median along Nanaimo Street at the above location,
left turns to and from the local streets are prevented. The traffic volumes
attempting to cross Nanaimo Street at both Grandview Highway North and
1~ Avenue are relatively low, and can be accommodated by both Broadway
and Grandview Highway South. The expected reduction in angle, left tum
opposing and rear-end collisions is 30 percent.
Nanaimo Street,just north of GrandviewHighwaySouth,will be reconstructed

by January 2000, as part of the SkyTrain extension project. Future
improvementsto the GrandviewNorth and 1~ Avenueintersectionalong the
study corridor should be implemented In conjunction with the SkyTrain
extension.
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TABLE 6.2 EXPECTEDCOLLISIONREDUCTIONS

* PERCENT
COUNTERMEASURE

AFFECTEDCOLLISIONTYPES

COLLISION
REDUCTION

Provideadequateall-red
phases

Angle, left tum opposing and rear-end

10

Install 300 mm diameter
indicators on primary signal
heads

Angle, left turn opposing, and rear-end

10

Installadditionalprimarysignal
head

Rear-end,left turn opposing,and angle

15

Providemastarm mounting

Rear-end, left turn opposing,and angle

15

Install yellow backboards on
secondary signal heads

Lefttum opposing,rear-end

10

Providenear side tertiary signa!

Rear-endand left tum opposing

15

Restrictparkingnearthe
Intersection

Rear-end,angle and pedestrian

5

Set back stop line

Pedestrian

10

Provide protective-permissive left
tum phases

Left turn opposing

80

Lefttum opposing

80

Rearend

30

Prohibit left turn movement

Left turn opposing, rear-end and weaving

20

Providea protected-onlyleft turn
phase

Left turn opposing

30

Providedual dedicatedright turn
lanes,and Increaselanewidth
and turning radIus

Southboundweavingand rear-end.

30

Provideanti-skidpavement
treatment

Rear-endand fixed object

30

Install a raised median

Angle, left turn opposing and rear-end

30

Providededicatedleft tum bays

*riOt cumulatlw
typically has collision reduction, but not expected to In 1hiI case because of existing low collision freq~ncy

..
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7.0

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

ICBC has indicated that funding may be available if favourable investment
opportunities exist to reduce the number of motor vehicle collisions and
therefore, claim costs. Improvements with a 2:1 return to investment ratio
within two years at a 90 percent reliability level are considered to be
favourable investment opportunities for ICBC.
As described in the previous sections, the proposed improvement strategies
are expected. to enhance the traffic safety along the Nanaimo Street Corridor.
Therefore, for these improvements an economic evaluation was conducted
according to" the methodology described in the report entitled Ugdate to
Economic Evaluation Method for Road Imcrovement Investments, September
"1997,prepared by Hamilton Associates for Icac. The method allows the
estimation of the probability that an ICBC investment will achieve a benefit to
investment ratio of 2 to 1.
The benefits are related to collision characteristics such as severity and
frequency, collision reduction potential of the suggested improvements, and
the average ICBC claim costs. A summary of the collision cost assumptions
is presented in APPENDIXJ. Based on the latest statistics provided by ICBC,
the following average claim costs were used in the analysis:

Fatalitycollision

$281,000

Injury collision

$44,000

Property damage only collision

$4,500
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7.1

Economic BenefitsSuggestedImprovements

The results of the economic evaluationare summarizedin TABLE 7.1. The
potential ICBC funding is indicated based on the expected return to
investment ratio and other investment criteria. Property acquisition costs
have been excluded from the estimated costs. A summary of the estimated

improvementcosts is included in APPENDIXK.
TABLE 7.1 SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS
90 PERCENT REUABlLnY
LOCATION

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENT

-UpdIl8 aI red p~

Corridor-level

ESTIMATED
COST

POTENTIAL

ICBC
FUNDING

RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

$10,000

$10,000

24 to 1

Instaa 300 mm diameter primary
signal head Indicators

$13,000

$13,000

2.7~ 1

(two Intersections)
Install yellow backboards on
secondary signal heads

$12,000

$12,(X)O

12.6to 1

$8,000

$3,(XX)

$8,O(X)

$9,<XX>

17.5\01

88,(XX)

$8,O(X)

12.6101

-pIO'JjdeantJ-skidpavement
treatment

820,000

820.000

2.8m 1

Prohibit~
nearthe
Intersectionon the EBand we
approaches

S2,CXXJ

$2,O(X)

8.9to 1

$2,O(X)

$2,0(X)

7.2~ 1

(ftw intersections)

Set backstop barsfrom
Intersedlonapproach
(threeintersections)
Provideprot8Q8d-p.nn1~
ph..- In 811
dlreclona
ProVIde 1\\0
p~fgnal
heads for all approaches

Klngsway

PrOVI~ addltlonel NB near side
. tertiary ~gnal

HastingsStreet

ODtion 1:
Prohibit EB left turn movement
during all time periods

$800

ProvIdea we prctect8dpermissive'-ft turn phase

$7,000

action 2:
ProvidededicatedEBand we
left turn bays

62

$500,000

.$800

$7,000
$80,000owr 2
yearsor
$140,O(X) over

2to1

25.3to 1

7.5to 1

2101

5yen
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TABLE 7.1 SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS (CONTINUED)
90 PERCENT RELIABIUTY
LOCATION

HastIngs Street
(continued)

RECOMMENDED

RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

$18,000

$18.CXXJ

3.3 to 1

Prohibit parking near the
Intersedlon

$2.~

$2,000

7.5 to 1

$2,000

$2,000

34101

phase

on 1he EB approad1

~ Ave,..

POTENTIAL
ICBC
FUNDING

Mount two primary signal heads
for all approaches on mast
arms

Provide a prot8Ct8d-only

DundasStreet

ESTIMA1ED

COST

IMPROVEMENT

ProvIde a dual southbound right
turn lane, Increase SB right turn
lane widths and turning radus

$32,000

$17.000

200to 1

Provide additional tertiary signal
and upgrade existing signal

$4.0(X)

$4,1XX)

3.3to 1

ProvIde a protected permlsslw
sa left rum phase

$7,000

87,~

3.4to 1

Grandvlew
HighwayNorth
and1~AverX18

Installraisedmedians

McGlUStreet

Provide anu-sI<Idpavement
treament

ROUNDED
TOTAL

Oplion1
Option

.
2

$13,000

$13,1XX)

13.1to1

$2O,<XX>

$18,000

2to 1

8185,000

$185,000

7.5 to 1

$88O,O(X)

$215,000

5.9 to 1

NS,SStES,and we denotenorthbound,southbound,eastbound,and-~oundt

f8Spedively.

ICBC may consider contributing up to $215,000 towards the implementation
of the suggested improvements along the Nanaimo Street Corridor. If left turn
bays are not provided at the Hastings Street intersection, ICBC may consider
contributing $165,000.
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7.2

Overview

The traffic operational review of the Nanaimo Street corridor has identified
both corridor-level and location specific safety issues.
Improvement
strategies were generated to address the identified safety issues and an
economic review was conducted to determine the potential level of
investment to. ICBC. A summary of the findings of the traffic operational
review is presented in FIGURE7.1.

The desirable improvementsthat are expected to amelioratesafety for both
vehicles and pedestrians,and facilitatetraffic operations along the Nanaimo
Street Corridor are listed in Option 2. With an investmentof up to $215,000,
ICBC may expect a minimum return to investmentratio of 2 to 1 within two
years and annual safety benefitsof approximately$650,000. The provision of
left turn bays at the Hastings Street intersection is expected to produce
greater returns over a longer investmentperiod. This investmentamount is
contingent on the redevelopmentof the HastingsStreet intersectionand the
acquisitionof right-of-way. The abovecost estimatesdid not include property
acquisition.
Due to the required land acquisition to implement improvements listed in
Option 2, it is recommended that ICBC contribute up to $165,000 toward
immediate improvements listed in Option 1. ICBC can expect a minimum
return to investment ratio 2 to 1 within two years and annual safety benefits of
approximately $615,000. The recommended improvements were prioritized
on expected annual savings costs to ICBC as shown in FIGURE 7.1. With the
implementation of both the short-term and long-term improvements, and
continued cooperation between ICBC and the City, a significant reduction in
the collision risk along the Nanaimo Street Corridor is expected.
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